
Most have not dated in years, many in decades, and some 
not since the advent of the Internet (1991) or at least 
Internet Dating (Match.com was founded in 1995). If you 
are contemplating or involved in a separation or divorce, 
the good news is that there is life after marriage, but the bad 
news is the dating world is a much different place than when 
you were last in it.

The New York Times wedding announcement section 
titled “Vows” now requires of each couple’s submission a 
last, crucial item—“how they met.” While many, of course, 
are traditional—“through friends,” “in school,” “at work,” 

“in a bar,” “at a party”—more and more are reporting that 
they met online via Match, Bumble, OkCupid, Facebook, 
Coffee Meets Bagel, etc. Some are even so candid as to report 
meeting on “hook up” sites like Tinder or Grindr. No doubt 
their mothers are so proud. Welcome to the future/present of 
dating!

While I have been swimming in this dating pool for a few 
years, I will spare you the details of those encounters. You 
will have to wait for the movie.

However, I will share the Top 10 lessons learned, 
which just might save you substantial time, money, angst, 
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I n each of the past  40 years ,  on average,  there have been 40,000 divorces 
in Pennsylvania .  Thus,  each year,  upwards of  80,000 Pennsylvanians 
are legally freed “from the bonds of  matrimony,”  and most re-enter 

the dating pool .  With the divorce rate for lawyers one of  the highest  (27%), 
many of those are our colleagues .
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embarrassment and heartache. As Otto von Bismarck said, 
“Fools learn by experience. Wise men learn by the experience 
of others.” So, herein lie lessons of such a fool learned in post-
divorce online dating. 

Chances are that you are a busy professional, back out on 
your own, perhaps sharing custody of children, and you have 
little time or inclination to seek companionship the way you 
did before marriage. And it is very likely that those avenues are 
no longer available to you or include daunting road blocks—
you are long out of school, relationships at work are unlikely 
and dangerous, your social scene was for years shared with 
your ex  and picking up someone in a bar is unappealing now, 
if it ever was.

First, there are hundreds of online dating sites to choose 
from, many free (OkCupid; Plenty of Fish), but most charge 
a modest monthly fee (Match; eHarmony). While free 
may sound attractive, you get what you pay for. Educated, 
successful potential partners committed to finding a substantial 

relationship are more likely to invest a few dollars in this 
important endeavor.

Second, while most are for all ages, backgrounds, 
ethnicities and interests, many specialize for the Jewish (Jdate.
com), African American (blackpeoplemeet.com), farmers 
(farmersdatingsite.com), Ivy League grads (TheLeague.com), 
over 50 (Ourtime.com), Christian (Christianmingle.com) 
communities and more. And yes, if you can handle it, there 
is even a lawyer dating site (lawyerdating.com). The choice 
here is purely personal, but the general, paid dating sites do 
permit one to broaden one’s horizons and meet a wide variety 
of people one might otherwise never have met.

Third, let us be candid. We are creatures of physical 
attraction. On most sites, the profile photo is the first thing we 
look at and, because of the plethora of choices, the photo most 
often forms the basis of the first judgment we make, which is 
usually simply a process of elimination. 

The process becomes more difficult thereafter, however. 
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One month you will be overwhelmed with a smorgasbord of opportunities and 
one month barely crumbs. As in fishing, patience is a virtue. And, as in comedy, 

timing is everything. 

For example, photos can deceive, even without Photoshop. 
Beware the profile with no photo (what are they hiding?); or 
just one photo, especially a professional headshot (anyone can 
take one good photo); one with a hat, sunglasses, hair in the 
face or blurred (cover up?); one which appears to have been 
taken over a couple of years ago (time changes things); only 
headshots (you are dating more than just a pretty face). Yes, of 
course, you will eventually meet and see each other, but if the 
photo misleads you to expect Jennifer Aniston, you may have 
wasted valuable search time. 

Fourth, take your time. Dates are like trolley cars—miss 
one and another one will be along soon. New profiles pop up 
and drop off every day as some newly seek companionship and 
others find the same. Most are looking for their last online date. 
It can be overwhelming and exhausting but also fascinating. 
I have never met an uninteresting woman online, and I have 
met many amazing ones who I would not otherwise have met 
in a lifetime. Even when “not a match,” new friendships with 
members of the opposite sex are exciting. As a result of this 
process, I now have more interesting, attractive female friends 
than a fashion photographer.

Over time, you will find that there are periods of feast and 
those of famine. One month you will be overwhelmed with a 
smorgasbord of opportunities and one month barely crumbs. 
As in fishing, patience is a virtue. And, as in comedy, timing 
is everything. 

Fifth, be prepared for lies about age, height, weight, 
relationship status, etc. In the Trump Era, where the truth is 
so often elusive or wholly absent, many online seem to feel no 
compunction about presenting as something other than what 
they are. Which, of course, is just silly, since most of these 
truths will be obvious upon meeting. Yet they abound still. 
Most seem to think they can “explain” and “overcome” if they 

make the cut to the first date. But beginning a relationship 
on deceit is hardly fertile ground for growth. And yes, on 
occasion, one encounters actual scams, for money or other. 

Sixth, make a list of your disqualifying red flags. The 
most common involve politics, religion, education, vices and 
hobbies. For example, “never married,” “separated” and “no 
or young children” present their own special challenges. If you 
are a Trumpster, born-again Christian, high-school educated, 
smoker/toker, sports fan and/or hunter, even looking like 
Heidi Klum will not get you past my threshold. Yes, opposites 
can attract and one might/should tolerate some differences, 
but one has to decide which differences are so fundamental as 
to be dealbreakers. Otherwise, you will waste a lot of precious 
search time. 

Seventh, take a chance. If you have done a reasonable 
amount of pre-selection and vetting, and you get out there and 
meet a few people, you will be surprised at how interesting 
and satisfying this process can be. As Woody Allen said, “80% 
of success is just showing up.” Meeting in public for coffee, a 
drink, lunch or dinner is best. If you have taken this guidance 
to heart and done your due diligence, you will at least have 
a nice meeting with a new, interesting person, and you just 
might find the person with whom you will spend the rest of 
your life. 

Eighth, there are no rules of etiquette regarding contacting 
someone or responding, but certain norms seem to exist. For 
example, do not be offended or disappointed if your initial 
contact provokes no reply. It is likely that the subject of your 
interest is receiving many inquiries and is being selective, 
as should you be. Sometimes it is just timing. Unanswered 
intros can often get responses weeks later. Also, do not feel 
obligated to reply to every view, like, wink or even email. 
Most understand that silence is not meant to offend or be 
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judgmental. If you engage all, it will consume your life and 
distract you from your search. 

Ninth, unless you share their subject and intensity, eschew 
the obsessive. Whether it is a sport, hobby, spectator sport, 
religious practice, politics or other, you will find many whose 
lives seem to focus almost solely on one thing. And, by the 
way, many more women claim online to love spectator sports 
than actually do in real life. I think they think that makes them 
more attractive to most men. Maybe it does. In any event, 
compatibility usually requires either shared obsessions or the 
ability to allow for different interests, if not passions, of the 
other. 

Tenth, do not seize upon the first lovely and interesting 
date you meet. Like shopping for a new home, take the time to 
see what is on the market. You will be surprised at the number 
of potentially compatible people also online looking for love. 
Experts say that men, for some reason, more quickly rebound 
into relationships and even marriage. Resist the temptation 
until you have adequately surveyed the available market. 

For those of you with special needs or desires, there are 
many online “executive” dating services which purport to be 
able to match you with very attractive, successful, educated, 
wealthy companions—for a price, often a steep price (e.g., 
Kelleher International; Selective Search). Such modern-
day matchmakers have often, however, been the subject of 
consumer complaints. So much so that California and at least 
five other states have enacted specific laws to protect dating 
consumers (California Civil Code §1694 – “Dating Service 
Contracts”). In 2017, I represented a female executive who 
had paid such a service $150,000 to find her a suitable mate. 
Contrary to their promises and her expectations, they set 
her up with men whom we nicknamed the “Phony Interpol 
Spy,” the “Serial Lothario,” “the Censured Judge,” the “Two 

Seriously Ill Men” and the “Would Be Widower Convicted 
Felon.” The company settled within hours of the filing of the 
complaint. Last month, I attended her wedding to a wonderful 
man she met, ironically, the old-fashioned way—through a 
friend at an art gallery opening. 

Some sites purport to use science and algorithms to match 
couples (e.g., eHarmony; Perfect Match), but there are no 
scientific studies to support those claims; it seems more 
of a marketing tool. This is not science; it is an art. There 
are, of course, other, even more exotic options, such as 
AshleyMadison.com for affairs and seeking.com for Sugar 
Babies/Daddies. But those are another world, entirely.

Sounds interesting, right? But does online dating work? 
I say, “Yes,” but that is anecdotal; let’s allow the statistics to 
speak. Match.com has over 30 million members, almost 10% 
of the U.S. population. and claims to be responsible for 472 
marriages per day! Yente’s numbers are not even close. A 
decade ago, 22% of couples met online; today, it is over 45%. 
While couples still, and no doubt always will, meet through 
friends, in school and at work, online dating is destined to 
be the overwhelming preferred and growing method. Like 
chicken soup, it couldn’t hurt.

M. Kelly Tillery (tilleryk@pepperlaw.com) is a partner in the 
Intellectual Property Department at Pepper Hamilton LLP and 
a member of the Editorial Board of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

Irony can be a curse or a blessing. In my case, it was the latter. A few months ago, when my book of essays and 
articles published (Sidebar – Reflections Of A Philadelphia Lawyer, 2018, Create Space Publishing), I sent copies 
to a few people who had been important to me at the time but with whom I had lost contact over the years. One of 
whom was a woman I had dated for about nine months in 1982–83, long before the Internet or Match.com. She 
thanked me (by email), and there began a reconnection that has blossomed into an amazing relationship that only 
gets better daily. And we did it the old-fashioned way.

Maybe technology is not always the answer.

Sidebar of Love

Like shopping for a new home, take the time to see what is in the market. You 
will be surprised at the number of potentially compatible people also online 

looking for love. 




